
BABY AVENGERS



Who Are The BabyAvengers And How Are They Going To Save
The World?

In a crypto world where more and more investors are deceived every day, where villains
have been consistently preying on new investors and preventing seasoned investors
from raising questions, we find ourselves in grave times.

Only the BabyAvengers stand a chance to purge the crypto world from its criminals and
villains. If you’ve come to BabyAvengers, you don’t have to look elsewhere to receive
rewards in the safest coins out there. BabyAvengers gives you the full proof guarantee
of full transparency and legitimacy with an armada of measures and precautions.
BabyAvengers is the best one stop for both beginners and seasoned investors looking
to safely diversify their holdings. Below are all the weapons and shields at our disposal.

Anti-bot measures: No single wallet will be allowed to purchase more than 0.5% of the
total supply in one transaction. This restriction, coupled with a 50 second cooldown
period, will limit bot users from fluctuating the price at launch or at any period in the
life of our token.

Not only this, but we will hold a white-listed presale to prevent bots from snatching all
the tokens, so that our most committed supporters have priority when investing in the
presale. Anyone can join the whitelist by participating in the shilling contest for which
you can find the link on our website. The more entries you submit in the contest, the
more likely you are to get a spot in the whitelist! Whitelisted investors will get a 2
minutes headstart, after which the presale will be open to everyone.

Anti-whale measures: No single private wallet will be allowed to own more than 1% of
the total supply to avoid large holders having too much pricing power over the rest of
the community.

2 audits before launch: We will receive a contract audit from 2 trusted and renowned
third party companies: TechRate and RugFreeCoins. We want investors to feel
confident in our project, as we want to be the embodiment of transparency and
legitimacy within the crypto space.

The Baby Avengers Liquidity Pool will be locked for 1 year by DxSale, the most secure
and recognized pre-sale and launch platform. This will alleviate some concerns about
our intentions since no one could ever withdraw the liquidity from the liquidity pool
before at least 1 year.



Meme Potential

Baby Avengers o�er the perfect load of cuteness for all Avengers fans, of all ages! Lots
of Avengers can be very intimidating. Baby Avengers, on the other hand, are just so
cute!

By using brand recall, we build on the success of an internationally established brand
and capitalize on the audience they have already built. The Avengers franchise has in
total grossed over $80bn over the years, not only through movie entries but also
through merch and other products. Baby Avengers won’t ever hit those numbers and it
was never intended to because we’re only the Baby! However, we aim to strongly
capitalize on their fanbase by appending ourselves to the Avengers universe. By being
the first coin that relates to the Avengers universe, we aim to build a large enough
community so that the network e�ect is important enough to deter any potential
competitor. By doing that, we aim to essentially build a monopoly around the Avengers
fan base!



Avengeonomics

8% is sent to the Baby Avengers’ HQ where Baby Nick Fury handles the team’s
expenses so that Baby Avengers can keep protecting the crypto galaxy! (AKA Marketing
Wallet!)

7% is sent to all BabyAvengers holders in a di�erent coin each week, based on the Baby
Avengers needed the most! Every week, our community will vote on which Baby
Avenger is needed the most this week.

If you call on Baby Captain Marvel, you will earn BTC that week! Baby Iron Man will get
you ETH. Angering Baby Hulk will get you USDT. Invoking Baby Thor will get you BNB.
Calling on Baby Spiderman will get you Cardano. Baby Black Panther will get you XRP.
Awaking Baby Captain America will get you Doge and pinning Baby Dr Strange will get
you AXS.

Marketing is the most important factor in the growth and life of a coin. Having a
marketing tax is the di�erence between a short and long-term project. Running out of
Marketing funds is synonymous with the end of a coin, and having a “marketing wallet”
is ine�cient, in the sense that it requires the developer to do a “one time” sell and
a�ect the price chart of the token. Having a marketing fee, however, guarantees that
as long as trading volume is reasonably high, funds are being put at the service of
marketing and growth of the project.

A Marketing fee is much more advantageous than a Marketing wallet, because
Marketing wallets imply to have to sell tokens, which would decrease the price of the
coin. However, Marketing fees are taken out of the BNBs retrieved, so there is no sale
of BabyAxie tokens, therefore exerting no downward price pressure on BabyAxie!



BabyGuardians of the Galaxy

Our goal is simple: taking BabyAvengers to the Moon. Many project developers don’t
look much further after their launch date. We have devised every step of our project’s
life, and are looking out for each of our holder’s investment. Until we reach the Moon
and beyond. Our extensive marketing strategy and use of website analytics is currently
allowing us to continuously optimize our marketing strategy.

We are holding daily AMA’s where we discuss said strategies, starting 3 days prior to
our launch date. We are committed to changing the DeFi space through a high level of
transparency, a simple clear approach to our project messaging, and a complete
dedication to the project.

How to Reach the Endgame

Marketing and community involvement go hand in hand. By keeping our community
engaged, welcoming investors to our daily AMA voice chats, and keeping constant
presence in our community chat, we will guarantee that each individual who joins the
BabyAvengers Telegram community chat is turned into a BabyInvestor.

In order to support our marketing e�orts, we also plan to engage the community
through:

● Creating contests and challenges, which will be rewarded in BNB from the
Marketing Wallet, community members will be encouraged to participate in the
community e�ort to shill and promote the coin. These contests will be fun, but
always centered around the idea of promoting the Baby Avengers concept. A
few examples are: Who can share a post the most, who can create the funniest
Baby Avengers meme, etc.

● By keeping the voice chat constantly open (24/7) in the early stages of the life
of our coin, to discuss our project ideas with newcomers, spend time with
current investors, and devise upcoming marketing plans with the community.



● Staying in touch is important, especially in the early stages of the life of a coin,
and we are dedicating all our time, energy and attention to Baby Avengers.

● We want to create a fun environment and unite our community behind one goal:
The Moon. Learning from our own experience, and previously successful
projects, we believe there is no reason to shy away from the truth, and leverage
it to our advantage.

We are Baby Avengers, the token which rewards holders in the safest cryptocurrencies
out there. And with the help of our community, we will make history.All in all, we will
guarantee that our biggest asset, our community, is not passive, but is instead
working happily in helping the growth of the coin.


